
High powerful lighting,
continuous or strobe mode,
drive 7 colours. 

multi-colours ligHting solution
botH versatile and efficient

CLASSIC XBAR RGB
HOMOGENEOUS AND POWERFUL RGB LED LIGHTING BAR

 macHine vision applications     led ligHting system     HigH powerful led     versatile ligHting     7 colours     solid body

the Xbar rgb offers an homogeneous and powerful lighting, avai-
lable in different colours. it is a versatile product, very useful if 
there is a large diversity of colours, forms or materials to control. 
the Xbar rgb gives the opportunity to select between 7 colours : 
white, red, green, blue, cyan, purple, yellow (3 opto-coupled inputs).

generally used by 2 or 4, the lights can be set in a camera’s collinear 
axis. in case of reflection, they can be either orientated with an angle 
of 45° or used with polarizing filters. for very large areas, you can 

also create a matrix of 4 modules so as to get the required power 
and homogeneity. the Xbar rgb is equipped with a solid body made 
of anodized aluminum, and can work in continuous or strobe mode.

the Xbar rgb is recommended in the robotic field, especially in 
the palettization process, and also in the packaging process (cos-
metic and food industry), where the product’s colours and materials 
may regularly change.

M12 connector

8 poles

solid body

colourless anodized 
aluminum



Technical specificaTions

how To build your reference

REQUIRED SETTINGS OPTION

5
10
15

RGB
NL
10 ± 10°

NO LENS

TRANSPARENT

Reference builder
-> Build a Classic XBAR RGB reference

EXAMPLES : 
XBAR 5 LEDS RGB ± 10° OPAQUE DIFFUSER IP40 :
XBAR 15 LEDS RGB NO LENS TRANSPARENT DIFFUSER IP65 :

RESULTS : 
XBAR5–RGB–1O–DO
XBAR15–RGB–NL–DT–IP65

IP65
IP69K

IP40 RATED

IP65 RATED

IP69K RATED

DO
DT

DS
OPAQUE

SATIN

5 10 15

electronics

power supply 24 vdc ±10%

max. consumption (w) (wHi, 630,525,470) 15 30 45

max. consumption (w) (850) 5 10 15

functioning mode continuous or strobe according to wiring

working mode
• Continuous if 1 colour
• 5 s duty cycle 20% if 2 colours
• 2 s duty cycle 10% if 3 colours

strobe voltage ttl or plc

maximum power in the led 350 ma/colour

strobe signal frequency 300 Hz

maximum rising time 1.5 ms

maximum falling time 1 ms

wiring m12  8 poles male connector

optics

colour rgb (red, green, blue)

number of leds 5 10 15

lens by default ± 10°

Mechanics

total length (mm) 222 372 522

width x thickness 47 x 47 mm

useful length (mm) 150 300 450

useful width (mm) 39

weight (g) 300 460 680

body materials colourless anodized aluminum

diffuser transparent, opaque or satin diffuser

fixing 2 m8 nuts to insert in the groove located 
on the back of the lighting

included add-ons 2 m8 nuts

environment

operating temperature 0 - 40°c

storage temperature 0 - 60°c

ip protection ip 40 (in option : ip65 and ip69K*)

labels roHs-ce-weee

* ip69K opTion

iP69K option 
to be selected in 

the reference builder 
displayed on the right.

(option equipped with a cable of 5 meters)

direcT lighTing

direcT inclined 
lighTing

darKfield 
lighTing

doMe lighTing
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other available documents :
• pdf, dwg, dXf, igs, step 

& X_y drawings

• user’s guide

M12 female – 8 pins cable

2 meters ref: c-m12-8p-2m

5 meters ref: c-m12-8p-5m

10 meters ref: c-m12-8p-10m

safety glasses

ref: eye-protect

Mounting accessory for camera

ref: tpl-mount-bar-v1

Mounting accessory

ref: swivel-mount

Mounting accessory for camera

ref: tpl-mount-bar-H1

Mounting accessory

ref: bmount

accessories


